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We Are HoustonStrong After Hurricane Harvey
News / September 5, 2017 / Marcy L. Rothman

KRCL has deep roots in Houston. Our personnel have been here for generations and call virtually every single
neighborhood and part of town home. We have family and friends throughout the City of Houston, and our clients have
operations in Houston and throughout coastal Texas. Because we are trusted advisors to our clients, we are closely
involved with them as all our “KRCL Family” works together to recover from the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey. We are
providing assistance with maintaining their daily operations to minimize business interruption and we are also lending a
hand with storm-related clean-up. We are in this together. We are #HoustonStrong.

So, as Houston gets back on its feet, as our family and friends clean up in the aftermath of the storm, and as business
operations are restored, KRCL is involved every step of the way. We have personally slogged through waters, been
involved with water rescues, torn out sheet rock, dragged carpet and heavy furniture from severely damaged structures,
ripped out floors, bought school supplies for children, furnished work boots for folks to get back to work, and provided
financial assistance to those in need.

A significant focus of our financial assistance has been centered on Houston’s United Way affiliate in one of the hardest hit
areas, Meyerland, and also to Friends4Life which is spearheading the massive animal shelter program. We are working
for our clients as well, addressing their business concerns ranging from cleaning up and clearing property, to finding fuel
for operations, to addressing business interruption, insurance and other contractual issues and storm related mitigation.

From all our KRCL Family, we stand together with our fellow Texans in our collective effort to become stronger and ever
more resilient.

For any questions or to help out in the recovery effort, please contact Marcy Rothman, Managing Director of our Houston
office, at 713-425-7444.
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